Abstract. We review and develop recent results regarding Leviton excitations generated in topological states of matter -such as integer and fractional quantum Hall edge channels -and carrying a charge multiple of the electronic one. The peculiar features associated to these clean and robust emerging excitations can be detected through current correlation measurements. In particular, relevant information can be extracted from the noise signal in generalized Hong-Ou-Mandel experiments, where Levitons with different charges collide against each other at a quantum point contact. We describe this quantity both in the framework of the photo-assisted noise formalism and in terms of a very interesting and transparent picture based on wave-packet overlap.
Introduction
The on-demand generation of single-electron states in mesoscopic systems has opened the way to the fascinating field of electron quantum optics (EQO), where individual fermionic excitations ballistically propagating in solid state systems are manipulated with methods borrowed from photonic quantum-optical experiments [1, 2, 3] . The standard recipe of EQO starts from the on-demand generation of coherent single-particle excitations in a solid state device, which can be achieved using the so-called mesoscopic capacitor [4, 5] or driving the quantum conductor with carefully-engineered periodic voltage pulses [6, 7, 8, 9] . The dissipationless edge states of the quantum Hall effect are then exploited to ensure ballistic propagation of the wave-packet throughout the sample, and quantum point contacts (QPC) play the role of beam-splitter allowing to conceive efficient interferometric setups.
However, it is well known that solid state systems can be heavily influenced by interactions, differently from what happens in the traditional photonic quantum optics. For instance, the fractional quantum Hall (FQH) effect [10] is a paradigmatic example of the dramatic consequences of electron-electron interactions. Here, a new strongly-correlated phase emerges in the quantum liquid, with quasiparticle excitations carrying a fraction of the electron charge [11, 12, 13] and whose statistical properties are neither bosonic nor fermionic, but belong to the more general class of anyons [14] . Since FQH systems host topologically protected chiral modes at the edge [15] , an extremely exciting generalization of EQO ideas to this strongly interacting regime can be envisaged.
With the present paper we intend to review and extend recent results concerning EQO in a quantum Hall fluid at integer and fractional filling factor. In particular, we focus on a solid state analogue of the celebrated Hong-Ou-Mandel (HOM) experiment [16] , where excitations impinge on the opposite sides of the beam splitter. In this experimental configuration it is possible to extract valuable information about the statistical properties of the colliding particles and the form of their wave-packets. The simplest way to generate clean pulses in the input arms of the HOM interferometer is by means of a periodic Lorentzian voltage drive, which was shown to provide on-demand robust multi-electronic excitations both in the integer [17, 18] and the fractional regime [19, 20] . According to existing literature, throughout this review we will refer to these excitations carrying q elementary charges as q-Levitons [21] . We find that, in strongly-correlated FQH states, the HOM noise generated by the collision involving q-Levitons with q > 1 shows unexpected sub-dips [21] which are consistent with an interaction-induced self-organization of the multi-electronic wavepacket in the time domain, namely a real-time version of the crystallization occurring in Luttinger liquids confined by a potential well [22, 23] . This work collects evidence of the prominent role played by HOM collisional experiments as a tool to characterize the behavior of individual excitations ballistically propagating in condensed matter systems [24] .
This review is organized as follows. We illustrate the model for a Hall bar in the Laughlin sequence of the FQH effect in presence of the periodic drives in Section 2. Then, in Section 3, we introduce a quantum point contact and evaluate the corresponding shot-noise generated by tunneling between the two edges. In Section 4 we apply such formalism to study HOM interferometry in EQO. We review recent theoretical and experimental results at integer and fractional filling factor, and discuss new unexpected features emerging from generalized HOM collisions in the FQH regime. Later, we also discuss the relation between current noise and the overlap of Levitons wavefunctions in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6, we draw our conclusions.
Model
Let us consider a Hall bar in a four-terminal geometry, such as the one depicted in Figure 1 . For a filling factor ν in the Laughlin sequence ν = 1/(2n + 1) [11] , with n ∈ N, a single chiral mode propagates at each edge of the sample. Right-moving and left-moving low-energy degrees of freedom are described by bosonic fields
The effective Hamiltonian for the edge modes reads [15] 
with v the propagation velocity of the free chiral fields. We assume that the edge modes are capacitively coupled with two oscillating voltage drives V R (x, t) and V L (x, t), acting separately on the right-moving and left-moving excitations respectively. To this end, we introduce the coupling term where the density operators
have been introduced. To describe the experimentally relevant situation of infinite, homogeneous contacts we factorize the space and time dependence of the voltage sources as
In the above equation, we have indicated with φ R/L the free chiral bosonic fields at zero voltage (equilibrium configuration with V L = V R = 0). The unimportant constant time shift d/v will be omitted in the rest of the paper. Finally, the standard procedure of bosonization allows one to define annihilation fields for Laughlin quasiparticles as
where a is a short-distance cut-off, k F is the Fermi momentum, F R/L are the Klein factors [25, 26, 27] and e * = νe (e the electron charge) indicates the fractional charge of a quasiparticle in the Laughlin sequence [11] .
3 Shot-noise induced by tunneling A quantum point contact (QPC) placed at x = 0 induces tunneling of Laughlin quasiparticles between opposite edges [28] . This is accounted for by the tunneling Hamiltonian
with Λ the constant tunneling amplitude. Operators for the right and left moving currents are readily obtained from continuity equations, and read
downstream of the input terminals. Considering the tunneling as a perturbation, we can write the time-dependent current operators up to second order
Notice that, according to the analysis carried out in Ref. [29] , the present perturbative approach is physically meaningful as long as the backscattering conductance associated to the quasiparticle tunneling at the QPC is smaller than the quantized conductance of the quantum Hall channel. We define the currents flowing into output terminals 2 and 3 as
, so that currents entering the terminals are taken as positive. The central quantity of interest in this work will be the zero frequency cross-correlated current fluctuation averaged over one period T of the drive [30] , namely
Using the bosonization identity in equation (4), it is possible to express S 23 in terms of the bosonic Green's function
and the voltage signals only. It is worth noticing that G(τ ) does not depend on the spatial variable x due to the assumption of local tunneling at the QPC. After some algebra the only remaining contribution is found to be
with λ = Λ/(2πa).
Hanbury-Brown and Twiss setup
In the context of EQO, Hanbury-Brown and Twiss (HBT) interferometry is performed by driving one of the input terminals with a periodic signal V R/L (t) while grounding the opposite one [31, 32, 33] . To obtain the noise in this configuration, it is useful to expand the cosine in equation (8) using the Fourier series representation of the
is the phase accumulated by a Laughlin quasiparticle under the action of V R/L (t) and q R/L is the total charge injected during one period of the drive. The latter is linked to the DC component of the signal, namely
, with g a generic real parameter, [34] 
We will focus on the interesting case of a periodic train of Lorentzian voltage pulses, whose Fourier coefficients are [6, 19, 20, 35] 
Here γ = e −2πη and η is the ratio between the half width at half maximum of each Lorentzian peak and the period T [36, 37, 38] .
Hong-Ou-Mandel setup
A solid-state equivalent of the photonic HOM experiment is reproduced when identical excitations collide at the QPC [7, 16, 30, 39, 40] . Contacts 1 and 4 are thus driven with identical periodic voltage signals, the only difference being a tunable time delay t D between them. Here, we will consider a broader class of possible HOM collisions, where the left and right contact are driven with an identical shape in time but different amplitudes, namely
. This choice allows us to elaborate on previous results regarding symmetric HOM interferometry, while also discussing some original results about generalized asymmetric collisions.
Following the same procedure we used for the HBT signal we immediately get
It is customary to normalize the HOM noise with respect to the value expected for the random partitioning of a single source, namely the HBT signal [30, 40] . For this purpose we define the ratio
Notice that we have subtracted the equilibrium noise S (0) = −4(e * ) 2 |λ| 2P 2ν (0) both to the numerator and the denominator in equation (12) [19, 40] .
Before getting into the details of the results, it is worth noticing that our HOM interferometer differs substantially from a gauge-transformed HBT setup. Indeed, there is no gauge transformation that is able to map the equation of motion for the HOM configuration into an effective HBT with V R (t) = V R (t) − V L (t) and V L (t) = 0. However, the HOM noise in equation (11) looks like the HBT contribution due to the peculiarity of point-like tunneling [41] . This is linked to the fact that the tunneling amplitude for point-like tunneling between opposite edge states is energy independent in the Landauer-Büttiker picture of quantum transport. Any similarity between our HOM setup and an effective HBT would vanish for more complicated tunneling geometries such as multiple QPC or extended contacts [42, 43] , where the transmission amplitude acquires a dependence upon energy [44, 45] .
Results

Symmetric HOM collisions
We first look at the HOM ratio R in the case of integer filling factor (ν = 1) and identical drives (q R = q L = q). This case is reported in panels a) and b) of 2. Here, exact results based on the scattering matrix formalism are available in the literature, both on the theoretical and experimental sides [6, 7] . We observe that the noise is totally suppressed when colliding packets arrive simultaneously at the QPC (t D = 0). This is consistent with the anti-bunching effect expected for identical fermionic particles colliding at the QPC, which forces two identical fermions to leave the interferometer on opposite output arms, thus causing a drop in the fluctuations (the so-called Pauli dip) [7, 30, 40] . However, we point out that a complete suppression of the noise is observed also for non integer values of q, i.e. when colliding packets are formed by several particle-hole pairs instead of a single electron-like excitation [17, 18] . We also note that brighter regions in Figure 2a occur in correspondence of integer values of q. This is a signature of the robustness of Levitons at integer charge, namely a reduced contribution of particle-hole pairs. Finally, the qualitative behavior of R as a function of time delay is almost unaffected by variations of q and shows a unique dip. Things are dramatically different in the fractional regime, where new features linked to the strongly-correlated FQH phase come into play [21] . In Figure 2c we report the behavior of the HOM ratio for filling factor ν = 1/3. One still observes a complete dip in the ratio R when a null time delay is tuned between colliding packets, despite the presence of anyonic quasiparticles in the system. Once again, we ascribe this particular behavior to the geometry of our interferometer, which consists of a single QPC connecting the upper and lower edge. Such a tunneling geometry does not allow for closed-loop trajectories of one Laughlin quasiparticle around another, thus preventing any possible effect due to fractional statistics [46] . At the same time, we note that the simple structure consisting of one single dip at t D = 0 is replaced by a much richer phenomenology. Indeed, Figure 2c shows the emergence of sub-dips for values q > 1. This is even more evident in Figure 2d , where we have isolated the behavior of R at integer values of q. We note that the number of these sub-dips is given by 2q − 2.
Such an unexpected behavior suggests that the injected wave-packet reorganizes into several sub-peaks at the output of the QPC. Indeed, due to the presence of a single edge channel, one cannot interpret this structure as a consequence of a spincharge separation mechanism [47, 48, 49] . Moreover, let us notice that there is no coupling with bulk degrees of freedom in the model presented in Section 2. The subdip structure cannot depend on the distance d between the injector and the QPC as well (see Figure 1 ), since such a parameter only manifests itself as an additional constant phase shift of the coefficients p l andp l , which is clearly washed out in our final results (see equations (9) and (11)). We can thus conclude that there is strong evidence of a rearrangement of the injected charge density outgoing from the QPC. This phenomenology can be explained in terms of a crystallization of q-Levitons occurring in the time domain, differently from what is typically discussed in condensed matter systems, and induced by the strong correlation characterizing the FQH state [21] .
Two additional features are worth noticing. First, the curves for q = 1 at ν = 1 and ν = 1/3 (black lines in Figures 2b and 2d) are identical, which means that the Lorentzian peak carrying exactly one electron generates the same HOM ratio at both integer and fractional filling factor. Indeed, it was shown analytically in [19] that a remarkable factorization in the dependence on temperature and filling factor arises for this particular voltage drive, leading to a universal form of R(q R = 1, q L = 1, t D ) for each value of θ and ν. This universality is consistent with the previously discussed picture, showing the impossibility for a single electronic wavepacket to crystallize. Second, the uniqueness of integer Lorentzian pulses is even more evident in the fractional regime when looking at the behavior for long delays between colliding packets (i.e. t D /T ≈ ±0.5). We observe that generic values of q lead to a rather low HOM noise compared with the HBT contribution, which means that composite objects consisting of several particle-hole pairs are colliding at the beam splitter. However, integer Lorentzian pulses generate bright horizontal lines in Figure  2c . This is another striking confirmation of the fact that q-Levitons are minimal excitation states also in the FQH regime [19, 20] . Moreover, this is a signature of the fact that, differently from recently discussed periodic sources based on driven antidots [50] , a train of Lorentzian voltage pulse cannot be used as an on-demand source of fractionally charged quasiparticles [19] .
Asymmetric collisions
We now examine what happens when wave-packets carrying different charges are injected in terminals 1 and 4 and sent to the collider. For simplicity, we inject integer Lorentzian pulses with q R = 1 on the upper right-moving edge, while the opposite contact is driven with a generic Lorentzian drive with tunable q L and t D . Starting from the ν = 1 case, we observe that the total suppression of HOM noise is achieved only for q L = q R = 1, as expected. However, different values of q L still generate a partial dip in the noise whose value is given by
as one can infer by looking at Figure 3a . For instance, by fixing the value of q L we obtain the four curves shown in Figure 3b , which clearly demonstrate that the anti-bunching effect is not complete -although still present -when excitations with different charge collide at the QPC. In the FQH regime the values of the ratio R at zero delay is slightly modified, while two unexpected sub-dips appear (see Figures 3c and 3d) . Despite being extremely well visible in the case of integer q L , they are almost totally washed out when non-integer pulses are considered. This is again due to the fact that only an integer Lorentzian drive generates clean states in the conductor. Moreover, the distance between these two side-dips progressively increases by increasing q L . As deduced previously from Figure 2 , the q L -Levitons, with q L > 1, are re-arranged in a crystallized structure, while the single Leviton wave-packet maintains a trivial pattern. Therefore, the latter is not suitable to resolve the more complicated crystal of q L -Levitons in the type of experiment presented in Figure 3 . As a consequence, the number of side-dips is totally unrelated to the specific value of q L , in contrast to the configuration with identical drives. A better resolution would require the injection of a very narrow Leviton wavepacket from terminal 1, ideally reaching the limit of a delta-like pulse: anyway, the generation of such a narrow pulse is beyond the state-of-art technology. Another possibility would be to increase the value of q R , thus characterizing the crystal of q L -Levitons with a comparably complicated wave-packet: in this case, a total number of 2q R side-dips would appear.
Wave-packet approach
The current-current correlation generated in a collisional HOM experiment can be equally expressed in terms of the overlap between wavefunctions describing the Levitons impinging at the QPC. In this insightful formalism, a periodic train of q-Levitons is described by the following set of wavefunctions [36] 
They generalize the set of single-electron wave functions introduced for the Lorentzian pulse [35, 51, 52] , and form a complete orthonormal basis, thus satisfying the condition
This set of wavefunctions is usually related to quantities called quasiparticle and quasihole correlation functions, defined as
We retained only temporal variables in equation (15), since the space-and timedependent field Ψ R/L (x, t) evolves only through the combination x ∓ vt, due to the chirality of Laughlin edge states. Contrarily to ordinary optics, this correlator does not vanish even at equilibrium, due to the different nature of the ground state in fermionic systems. Since one is mainly interested in characterizing deviations from equilibrium introduced by the voltage drives, it is useful to define the excess quasiparticle correlators as
where
Their expressions in terms of functions in equation (14) read
where ϕ k,R (t) = ϕ k (t) and ϕ k,L (t) = ϕ k (t + t D ) and
It is instructive to note that, in the ordinary metallic case (ν = 1) and in the limit of infinite period, equation (18) reduces to the so called single-electron coherence function, a crucial tool in the framework of electron quantum optics [35, 51] . Excess correlators for quasiholes can be defined similarly as
By using equations (15) and the definitions of excess correlators for quasiparticles and quasiholes into Eqs. (8) and (12), the ratio R can be expressed directly as (see Appendix A for more details)
and where the coefficients w k pp and v q,r , which encode all the dependence on temperature and interaction, read
Equation (21) clearly shows the anti-bunching effect which arises when singleelectron excitations as Levitons collide at a QPC. As the overlap between wavefunctions increases the value of R is reduced and eventually vanishes when the overlap between the two states is perfect.
Finally, starting from equation (21) one also gets a simplified formula for the integer case at zero temperature, which reads
in accordance with previous results [30, 36] .
Conclusions and perspectives
In this work, we thoroughly reviewed the issue of HOM collisions in a FQH system. This can be done in a multi-terminal setup in presence of a QPC, which can be thought as an effective beam splitter for electron quantum optics experiments. By summarizing and further investigating previous results in the context of EQO, we have shown that synchronized collisions of identical excitations at the QPC always generate a total dip in the crossed shot noise, both at integer and fractional filling. However, the scenario for ν = 1/3 is enriched by the presence of several sub-dips in the HOM ratio, which are consistent with the crystallization of the wave-packet outgoing from the QPC. We have also explored a more generic HOM configuration involving Lorentzian pulses with different amplitudes, namely wave-packets carrying a different number of electrons on the opposite sides of the QPC. Here, the suppression of the shot noise is not complete, and two progressively separated side dips emerge in the FQH regime. The generation and control of Levitons and, more in general, of single to few electronic excitations in one-dimensional ballistic conductors have attracted a huge interest in recent years and is actually at the forefront of research in condensed matter physics, and may lead to fascinating applications in quantum communication and quantum information. However, several important issues, including for instance the role of decoherence [49, 53] or screening [54] in the dynamics of single-electron excitations, are yet to be fully understood and will certainly deserve a lot of attention in years to come.
Further interesting developments could also involve the investigation of pseudorandom emission of Levitons, as recently proposed for the free fermion case [55] . Besides closing the conceptual gap between time-periodic injection and individual wave-packet emission -Holy Grail of EQO [56] -this newly proposed emission protocol opens important perspectives for the FQH case, as it promises to strongly magnify the side dip features discussed in the present text.
As a final remark, let us notice that first experimental results about photo-assisted noise in the FQH regime are starting to be available [57] . This is of particular importance in a field like mesoscopic physics, where theory and experiments have always fed each other on the pursuit of new exciting discoveries. We believe that this is only the first step towards a full experimental EQO at fractional filling factor.
Eqs. (15) and (16) By inserting equations (17) and (20) into the above equations, these two contributions can be further expressed in terms of the wavefunctions {ϕ k } as 
